
Connectivity is at the heart of our everyday 
lives. So it is essential to make sure your 
new development and refurbishment 
projects have the best telecoms 
infrastructure.

With over 50 years of experience in BT/
Openreach we specialise in delivering 
fibre infrastructure to new and existing 
commercial and residential developments. 
This ensures access to the highest 
broadband speeds for fast and reliable 
internet services, from your chosen 
communications provider. 

Independent case studies have shown fibre 
infrastructure increases premise value by 
around 3%. Flexifi manage that investment 
for you by helping negate some of the many 
potential issues in delivering a successful 
telecoms solution; 

>  timescales
>  traffic management
>  blockages
>  local authority permissions
>  network diversions 
>  wayleaves
>  contract, supplier and Openreach Ltd   
 management
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FLEXIFI - YOUR CONNECTIVITY EXPERTS

Full Fibre Connectivity 
for your Development

We prepare all  
internal cabling, 

containment, power 
requirement and 

positioning prior to final 
terminations. We can 

manage existing circuit 
shifts as required. 

Certificate No: 349872020

Duct blockage 
traced on planning 

visit, saving 
return visits from 
Openreach and 
over 4 weeks in 

delivery lead time.
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Why choose Flexifi?

We specialise in  
creating bespoke 

solutions such as this 
fixed wireless access and 

point to point system, 
providing transformational 

connectivity to a remote 
quarry site.

Our IPAF certified 
engineers have 

installed the satellite 
system, Starlink, with 

failover at 2 sites 
delivering fantastic 

results.

Scan the QR 
code to visit 
our website

What do we do?

>  site-specific surveying
>  track and location 
>  cable installation
>  secure containment 
>  civil engineering and infrastructure 
 build
>  network diversion and circuit shifts
>  swift deployment of 4G/mobile    
 broadband UK-wide
>  site consultation and connectivity review
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